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Caret 6



studio Kory Bieg | International exchange programm | 2013-2014 | The University of Texas at Austin
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	The School of Architecture at

the University of Texas at Austin hosted

an exhibition as part of TEX-FAB 5 SKIN:

Digital Assemblies beginning in January

2014.A portion of the exhibition was dedicated to the SKIN Design Competition,

sponsored by TEX-FAB.The competition,

which called for participants to design the

building envelope of the future, received

a total of 68 entries from 14 countries,

representing five continents.After two separate rounds of judging, four honorable

mentions, four finalists, and a winner

were chosen. A selection of entries, built

prototypes from each of the finalists, and

a large installation of the winning design,

built by A. Zahner Company, was on display.
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We were a group of 17 students at the

University of Texas at Austin, led by Assistant Professor Kory Bieg .

The design features parametrically

controlled modules that will showcase the

SKIN Competition prototypes and competition boards. By using a diamond tessellation pattern, the modules can aggregate into a variety of forms, transforming

the installation into a unique presentation

of the competition. The project was built

using current digital fabrication technologies to allow for quick assembly and

easy disassembly of the exhibition.After

leaving the University of Texas at Austin,

the exhibit, including Caret 6, will travel

to other schools in Texas.



The project was crowfunded on Kickstarter :

h t t p s : / / w w w. k i c k s t a r t e r. c o m / p r o jects/962377584/caret-6
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Morillons



nord nouvelle perspective,



nouveaux logements

studio Vanessa Fernandez | Housing project | 2014-2015 | ENSAPB
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	The studio was asked by the

OPHLM (french administration office of

social housing) to work on the block Les

Morillons in Montreuil. The neighbourhood is made of bars, towers and a few

shops.

I worked on three problems we identify :

- the question of thresholds, the main

issue in these districts is that you cannot

tell if it is private or public, the limits are

not clear.

- parkings, there is a huge concrete covered parking in the middle of the block

which is not used because inhabitants

does not feel safe.

- the northern bar, a two hundred meters

long building which creates a «fence»

between the block and the residential

area.

I took side on the demolition of half of

it, in order to create a residential area

which will be the link between blocks

and the other parts of the city.

I worked a lot on the sequence between

the street and home, first of all inhabitants climb a stair from the street to the

residence, it creates a threshold without

the uses of fences. Then a promenade

around the central garden leads people

to their homes.

The project uses the topography to create

a 106 places parking (-1 level) which is

naturally lit by sunlight.

All apartments have their own garden/

terrace south oriented.



Les Morillons



Ground floor
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Les Thermes



de Longwy



studio Philippe Prost | Projet de master | 2014-2015 | ENSAPB
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	The plot is located in Longwy,

a small post-industrial city in the East of

France close to Luxembourg. The city is

split in two parts: the Vauban stronghold

on the top and the post industrial city on

the bottom.

The program takes over the Thermal project of the 20th century stopped by the

first world war. The new thermal baths

take place in an abandoned park called

«Park Thomas» at the crossroad of existing paths where the slop is not too hard.

The central location of this park is crucial

because it creates a link between the two

parts of the city and it gives a second life

to that waste area.

A central square leads to different parts of

the program, a restaurant and the baths.
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The idea was to create a monolithic and

half buried building. The volumetry plays

with the ground.

The whole building made of stone with a

high clearance creates a special atmosphere. As if you are swimming in an underground spring.

This is an invitation to the relaxation and

introspection.
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Ground floor
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Level -1
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Materials :

	

The retaining structures are made of

double walls of stone and concrete. The

massive stone is used on the whole of the

project for several reasons.

The stone is economic because extracted

in a quarry close to the construction site

in Euville. It is a hard limestone beige and

with warm tones



View from «Rue de la banque»
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Detailled section



Self-sufficient



area



:



toward a local inter-de-



pendance



La Ferme de Combreux as a farmer practices lab

Final project studio Béatrice Mariolle | 2016 | ENSAPB
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	With two other students, we did

an ‘in-field’ analysis of a site in a rural

area located on the outskirts of Paris.

We implemented a participatory methodology to determine problems and their

solutions through interactions with local

stakeholders (community-members, agricultural professionals, teachers, etc.) to

better understand how they want their

communities to be structured instead of

through local municipality-implemented

projects.



As part of our study, we wanted to better

understand the activities and relationships

taking place on the frontiers between urban and rural territories, in which agriculture plays an integral role in these interactions. We believe that old farms such

as this one, with an abundance of arable

land surrounding it, are a perfect starting

point to reconsider modern agricultural

practices, their geo-strategic importance

and their impact on large metropolises

such as Paris.



The main building is a 17th century, 80m

x 80m farmhouse, Ferme de Combreux,

which is partially occupied by some

members of the landlord’s family. Two of

the grandsons are currently developing

a project for collective and participative

housing within the farm.



	

We first began with a global approach of the site with the idea to develop a more sustainable and eco-friendly

way to produce food on any type of landscape. Permaculture is the conception

process we are following, as it integrates

several concepts (such as ‘produce no



waste’, ‘use and value diversity’, and

even ‘obtain a yield’) that would be perfectly suitable to any architectural and

landscape project.



Reinventing the courtyard : landscapes phytopurification

basins at the center of the farm salvage black water.
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The housing project is developped verticaly, using the existing framework as

a support. The idea is to create the less

expensive and most sustainable project.

The house is inserted as a «box in the

box» in the old farm volume. The bioclimatic design lays on a south orientated

glass roof allowing passive solar energy.

Thick rock walls and airlock space keep

the heat during winter.
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Summer



Summer



Winter



Winter
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	The farm is surrounded by 110ha

of lands where historical paths between

fields no longer exist as exploitations expanded. Walking through this landscape

of monocultural exploitations is limited

and connections between cities are made

only through high speed roads. For tomorrow, we aim to develop a more respectful

use of the land, based on Agroforestry

and multiplicity of owners and plots.

Reframing the landscape means giving it

back to people, for them to reappropriate

their surroundings.

By using a combination of different plants

and trees, farmers become more resilient

and less dependant on chemicals and external factors. This system based on sea-



sons enables fruits, wheat and nut harvest

at different times of the year and insures

multiple incomes.

To understand agricultural and seasonal

mechanics, we designed a «life circle»

(down page). Every farmwork datas

(weather, growing time, sunlight) are linked, put together and compared to build

the agricultural park project.



1.



2.



3.



4.
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Existing

26



Agricultural park project

27



	

Everyday, thousands of people

travel from Tournan-en-Brie (the closest

city to the farm of Combreux) to Paris by

train. In order to create a local agriculture

and a dialogue between farmers and costumers, we designed a pole where farms

products are transformed and sold. This

pole, directly linked to the train station,

offers a convivial interlude with an esplanade, a coffee and a bike station.

Transversal section



Longitudinal section
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Weather



and envelope



Model| 2013 | ensapb

	This project, a wild hospital located in Ngaoubela was designed by the

wood department of the Technical University of Munich (TUM) it was thought to be

easy to build, ecological and sensitive to

the energetic questions.

The building is made of wood and

concrete blocks so it keeps a pleasant

temperature inside in spite of the Cameroonian heat.

A ceiling made of clay, straw and sand

provides a natural ventilation.

The project is located in Ngaoubela, an

equatorial zone characterized by plentiful precipitation (more than 1 000 mm of

precipitation a year), as well as high and

stable temperatures: the average temperature is 73 °F but the lowest temperatures

are from 63°F to 64°F at night, it reaches

from 86°F to 90 °F in the daytime.



December



June



10H



10H



14H



14H



We created this model on a 1/20 scale

to understand the devices and layers

which compose the building. The goal of

the model was to show the various materials that constitute the building.

The model is made of wood and a clay

base.

17H



17H



Above

Sunshine analysis explaining the shape of the roof
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Graphic



expression



Arts plastique travaux de licence | 2010-2015 | ENSAPB

	The graphic representation is

one of the most important quality in

design conception of a project.

During our studies, we practice

drawing with a lot of different tools:

painting, charcoal drawing, pencil

and etching.
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body



Landscapes
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Carpentry internship 							

Coucy le-château-Auffrique (picardie)

	The goal of the internship was to

build a wooden door predistined to the

South-East tower of the fortress.

The castle of Coucy was built by Enguerrand III, Sire of Coucy, at the beginning of the XIIth century. This fortress

includes thirty-one 20 meters tall towers,

as well as a 54 meters tall donjon, one

of France’s highest donjon. It was blown

up in 1917 during the retreat of the Germans, certainly because they feared it

could be used by the Allies.

The first stage of the realization of the

door is a scale 1 working drawing. Then

we selected in a local sawmill the best

boards of oak. The structure of the door

was created in order to peg pieces of

wood together withouth glue. We used

different tools such as wood scissors,

planes and marking gauges.

Once the structure of the door was finished, we placed the oak board and

then we nailled them together. Finally we

painted it with flaxseed oil (water proof).
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Gabriel Tagliante-Saracino

11 bis, avenue de la Source

94130 Nogent-sur-Marne, France

gabriel.tagliante@hotmail.fr
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